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Abstract-In this document, atom search optimization (ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION) and release new 
chaos from it (chaos ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION (ChATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION)) to 
determine the backup control parameters with partial order + FFTID + to control the speed of the DC motor. The 
ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION innovation is smooth and easy to operate, model and reproduce the model of 
nuclear signal in environment plus has been settled to solve many optimization problems. The ChATOMIC 
SEARCH OPTIMISATION innovation are built over logistic chaos queue, making the original proccedure capable 
of absconding the local minimum degradation and improving the merging rate and accuracy from it. First, the 
planned ChATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION proccedure spread over to six issues in improving the 
performance criteria of a multimedia and multimedia media,  outcomes are related to different proccedures. Other 
one , the planned Chaotic Atomic Search Optimisation-Fractional Ordered PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE  , Atomic Search Optimisation-Fractinal Ordered PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   
and Atomic Search Optimisation - PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controllers are related with 
Grey Wolf Optimisation-Fractional Ordered PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE  , Grey Wolf 
Optimisation- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE  , Improved Weed Optimisation- PROPORTIONAL 
INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   and Stochastic Fractal Search- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   
controllers by integrating functions ITAE's objective for unbiased judgment. The evaluation of Information 
Technology System Engineer objectivity is also done as objective functions usually castoff in collected works. 
Transitory reaction study, rate reaction study and durability study stayed passed out. The outcomes of the recreation 
are promising and demonstrate the effectiveness of the offered methods.   
Keywords-PID controller, control system, stability, dc motor

 
 
Introduction:  
 
 PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   is used in the industry to improve both 
temporary and constant behavior of the system . These controllers are called old-style or precise 
controllers . In other way,  PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   (FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE  ) in small instruction is a mutual type of old-
style  PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   using partial derivative calculation . The 
FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   control contains two extra parameters with 
to the old-style  PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller parameters. Such 
factors are known asrelative amplifier constants (KP ), integrated amplification constants ( KI 
), derivative amplification constants (KD), volumetric ordinals (λ) and Order segmentation 
derivative (μ)[1-2].   
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The expansion of this old-style  PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller adds 
durability and elasticity for system . The benefits of FRACTIONAL OEDERED 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   related via old-style  PROPORTIONAL 
INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller contain: less stable case fault, fewer fluctuation and 
larger override, reaction period, strength of variations in system factors Control arrangement and 
sensitivity by noise effects . Fractional Ordered PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   
controls will be castoff for submissions like Dierct Charge mechanical control  , Direct Charge-
Direct Charge amplifiers , synchronous chemistry.Mostly, adjusting the bounds of the console be 
tough job and the Fractional Ordered PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller 
contains 5 bounds that are given above. There are several field methods and time frames to 
adjust FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   control parameters . In general, they 
can be classified as control methods. According to three headings; The rule-based method, 
themethod original BBO for both exploration and numerical methods . Methods of modifying 
parameters exploitation. In a chaotic logistic map is used with genetic proccedures using 
optimization proccedures specified in  the proccedure procedure (GA) to encode images. In , a 
series of discontinuous methods have been used and used by many researchers. Chaos map is 
used with the proccedure of finding harmony in literature. Innovative discovery methods such as 
flow flow scheduling with limited buffering and improved particle squadron (PSO) , dynamic 
PSO and initial durability solution (dPSO) proccedure HS. In  the application of the chaotic 
logistical version (GA)  and the improvement of the bacterial herd (BSO) , the period of 
exchange rates and symbiotic and symbiotic organisms, some examples of Action that is  FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   control  to search (SOS) procedure to adjust the 
Optimize response response of response parameters. The biggest advantage of guided optics in 
energy systems, has given the proccedures expansion much better than other methods, giving 
more results than modern state proccedures. In , ten searches in the larger random field in the 
solution space. Anarchist maps, namely Bernoulli, Logistic and Chabeesh, cir - in this way, can 
converge to optimal optimization or optimization, almost optimal , repeated with infinite 
cascades, Magnetic, singer and effective solution. However, the adjacent characteristics of 
sinuses and tents are used to organize the main parameters of inductive optimization proccedures 
that are closely related to the gray wolf optimizer (GWO) for a limited number. and random 
numbers generated in each running proccedure . The technical issues, apparently, have surpassed 
the position, so the messy strings instead of dW GWO are done very well compared to randomly 
generated numbers for better results, containing proccedures. other. In  there are ten chaotic 
maps, an proccedure based on chaotic chaotic systems is one of tics, and All Kodeih, and sin, sin, 
singer, PET, repetition, and Al Khaimah, Alt Side models to improve talking pilot[3-8].   
Wise and Gauss / mouse For major adjustments in the document, many proccedures can be found 
using the WOA parameter, which helps control the performance of proccedure operations and 
their use in measurement methods.  Exploiting and optimizing rithms to solve optimization 
problems in architectures standard WOA performance. In the application three chaotic maps, 
chaotic maps including ten parts, Chipshiv, circle, Gauss / mouse, wise, logistics, sinuses, 
kidneys , logistics, inspired proccedure (KA) To predict precipitation, being an integral part of 
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gravitational constants in gravity has significantly improved convergence rates and search 
proccedures (GSA), helping to improve the performance for inventive KA[9-12].   
 In  logistics, piece -particularly Chebyshev, circle, Gaussian, interrupt in, bag, singer, tent sin, in 
the Orbahvoazavih application, calculating Leibovich, logistics, continuity, bags, singers, bags, 
maps, a circle, logistics, continuity, and tents aretents, to adjust cupping sizes The step is used in 
negative squad proccedure (SSA) to select the feature, the search proccedure for Cuckoo (CS), 
indicating the accuracy of the original text ranking increases to the maximum, advanced.   
The ability to search for CSA standards on SSA with the minimum number of features specified. 
There are ten issues of standard issues and sensor selection, chaotic maps, Ch Quashev and 
Gauss / mouse and logistic for Tor of Vaughn engines as a technical issue. . In used 
Thelathchibeyh and circular geology and repetition and cutting and word background   
Kotaiah, Jarritos circle, singer tent, with the grasshopper math (GOA) proccedure , (KH) in 
mollusk, which achieves global optimization, in which Aazzees Kerbal AllantijmgarnhKH 
originally of the optimal case of the unique .  The disordered record of the singer is the  speed of 
avoiding and converging. Used with whale proccedure improvement (woa)  to adjust control 
parameters to estimate DC PV motor speed, leading to Thasin Mahlah  Arabian real application 
can be seen in the world which usually avoids regressing And the quickest proccedure of 
checking beds, using improved process things. For original WOA.  Ten chaotic maps, which set 
up FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   Cheby- Unit Set, GWO , PSO circles, 
Gauss / mouse, repetition, logistics, industry, sin,and PSO (CPSO ) . For Voica old-styleist, sinus 
tent, used with cac thiet up module and the control parameters trong bao ve optical contrast, 
GWO  phan light (MSO), leading to improved thien hieu performance optimum huaco Wild 
(IWO) , search MSO randomly for convergence speed. In year (SFS) , GAJaya the chaotic 
optimization maps, a singer, logistics, tent shooting (JOA)  and ABC are Some proccedures and 
sinuses are used with the improvement of antlion (ALO) used in the document.  The GWO-FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   proccedure for feature selection. The results 
showed that GWO- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   units that designed the 
controller to be chaos ALO are effective in finding Alyalmizh optimal Zivhlmjmuah aggregation 
children of absolute personnel for time, increased classification accuracy , PSOV ,minimum 
number of features selected. Ten regulators control SFS- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   . The results show that the map, ie Gauss / mouse, Chebyshev, logistics, GWO-
FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   repeat, approach to objective function 
ITAE for discontinuous results, jeeps, singers, circular, sinusoid and tents, using time-
stabilization and height with excess values equivalent to the optimized bio-geographic 
headquarters (BBO ) and improve it compared to current methods. The optimal FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   unit to control the speed of DC motor 
Abbarjuzmih ChATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION control,  unit control Fimsamm Four 
different indicators of an ITAE, integration Absolute error (IAE), Integration square error (ISE) 
and Quadratic error tax (ITSE) and compare it through PSO- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   controller. Among the outcomes, the PSO-FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   controller is improved than the PSO- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
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DERIVATIVE   and ITAE controllers for finest outcomes amongst all target functions castoff. 
Metrics like resolution period, writing speed pressure and phase amplitude. After lab recreation 
outcome, the CPSO-FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller has been 
proved to be plentiful extra effective then the ZN PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   controller for stable time, advanced time and intermediate life. center. Of all the 
FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   and  PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   controllers mentioned above, which are adjusted by optimization proccedures, 
the proposed methods give much better results than the classic controllers like ZN and  CC, 
extreme position and profit / profit ratio. However, because there is no proposed proccedure, 
they cannot find the ideal parameters for the controller being used. For example, G.A, P.S.O and  
are affected by recollection along with arithmetic capabilities, although there is considerable 
potential to solve many optimization problems. Superior outcomes can be attained through 
various innovative methods.   
Conversely, such proccedures contain difficulties like minimal limited degradation, primary 
conjunction, strain in selecting regulator bounds and increasing intention period conditional  
scope for the system being planned . Further,  no exact proccedure to get the best solution for the 
regulator bounds in the Direct Charge motor rapidity switch system. Hence, research on new 
optimization proccedures is an important issue that can be observed for researchers.   
In the above engines,  a new tactic established on  and atomic CHAOS THEORY improvement 
examine proccedure (ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION) is called ATOMIC SEARCH 
OPTIMISATION Chaos (CHAOTIC ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION) to adjust the 
parameter parameters. controller in DIRECT CHARGE motor speediness switch scheme. 
ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION is a planned metaphorical gain proccedure recently 
encouraged via simple subatomic undercurrents, modeling along with shamming nuclear signal 
in site.Even though the new ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION proccedure is very meek and 
stress-free to apparatus, it has 2 major problems: limited microstop along with gentle merging, 
metaphysical proccedures.. According to  writer's information, there is no research proposal in 
collected works to recover ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION per chaotic motivation.    
 
Leading charities for the article are short as below 
 
Propose  new mixture of ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION with anarchy and Chaotic 
ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION). Proposed Chaotic ATOMIC SEARCH 
OPTIMISATION procedure is pragmatic to 6 standard multimedia along with multimedia gain 
programs, also the outcomes will related to added procedures.  
Both Chaotic ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION proccedures are proposed that both the new 
ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION proccedures are applied to the parameter adjustment 
problem in the FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller to control the 
speed of the DC motor.  Major application of Chasu and ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION 
proccedures in EE. Performance of the planned methods is compatible with other metaphysical 
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proccedures; Optimizing Gray Wolf (GWO) , IWO  and Random Random Search (SFS) .The 
neutral working of Integral Time-weighing Absolute Error. Further Integral Time weighing 
Absolute Error target function, double further common functions in the document are ITSE and 
ZLG  is castoff for measuring efficiency of planned methods.Transitory responsive comparative 
study, regularity reaction analysis  along with durability analysis are carried out according to the 
Direct Charge motor factor variations in planned chaotic atom search optimization –fractional 
ordered proportional integral derivative controller method.  
  
PROCCEDURES optimizing optimization procedures to optimize auxiliary procedures  
  
 Searching ATOM (ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION) PROCCEDURE ATOMIC 
SEARCH OPTIMISATION is a freshly planned dynamics encouraged by the controlled 
inhabitants of atomic motion by the interaction forces and limitations of effective search engine 
design. Total reaction force based on the iatom ten in dchieumuoi, but in fact lakhon tien vector 
repulsion and attraction efforts to replace doi nguyen male neighbor on items given as   
  

 
  
  
  
where rand equal any integer between 0and 1  along with K finest is a subgroup of the atomic 
inhabitants, including the leading K atomic price Finest suitability jaw treatment. For creating 
ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION do extra examination in primary repetitions, you need 
every particle to cooperate thru the large number of particles per well suitability standards such 
as K nearest and performance proccedures to exploit a lot. supplementary in the last repetition, 
each atom you need to interact with a small number of atoms with the best exercise value as K. 
neighbors, the value K must decay with repeating as follows   
   

 
  
 In above equation N equal over-all particles in the structure, t equal recent repetition and T equal 
extreme of 38 102 quantities. Hekimoğlu: perfect setting for the FO PROPORTIONAL 
INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   control interface to control the speed of the DC motor through 
ChASE year-end proccedure Decision corn. Practice Find in the first ten  corn is  indimension 
gro up of   strength Alta Olho gradient of  potential Lennard Jones (LJ), and order dealing with 
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increaseing difficulties,  modified variety of the model by confident attractiveness along with the 
force of dissonance displayed as   
  

 
  

      
Having η (t) equal to penetration role to adjust repulsive or attractive areas and separation in two 
particles to the measurer device, called the measuring separationin two particales  in this 
document. 

      

 
 

Fig.1   
   
Where α is the weight Depth equal to 50, in this research paper. Further experimental setup is 
also shown in fig.1. Affecting distance between two atoms is displayed as hm in= lower bound 
and h max= higher bound of the distance h and stated as under.g 0 is Alodnyl limited 1.1 and u 
is lower on regulation , and g (t)  equal to the aspect to create  math drift from exploration to 
exploit, which is The (t) stands for impact diameter and stated as Let us assume that each atom 
inATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION has the best covalent bonding, resulting in limited 
electrical engineering, and this is different from the position of every particle of the finest 
particle, it stated as β is a large and equal weight 0.2, in this article. After determining dinh suc 
manh phan basic applications arising tukha manche nangLI potential bond length, respectively, 
and accelerate mynuclear ith atom in the dth element at repetition t is now getting following. 
m(t)=mass  and is figured out by its fitness function as fiti(t)= fitness function value 
fitbest(t)=fitness rate of the finest atom after representation fit worst(t)=fitness rate of the poorest 
atom after representation t 
 This is stated as F finally, the speed and position restore  the i -thatom iteration( t + 1) are stated 
as It has uncharacteristic randomness with the best dynamic and numerical features. Minor 
variations voguish their factors or primary circumstances can tip to totally altered impending 
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behaviour . Therefore, met heuristic optimization procedures are recognized as very useful due to 
the variety of solutions generated by this guarantee. In the literature there were used different 
types of random to generate random sequence optimization procedures. In this work, a chaotic is 
proposed in the logistic map.Another reAtomic Search Optimisation for the benefits of this card 
is to do the same thing that gave the best results with the card and sinusoidal card. Logistic 
mapping is stated as that a variable, and for r =1 ,2,3,. .., andi  a nd+1 t he values are in the ITHy 
(i + 1) -th iteration, respectively, initial value abranyyakastsi 0.2027 [20] in this work. Puting, δ 
= 4, we get chaotic structure of figures in the array (0,1)  can be obtained. Find out effectiveness 
of the proposed Chaotic Atomic Search Optimisation procedure, the 6 supreme recognised 
reference meanings remain conferred. In command to create comparisons within appropriate 
algarytmamiznoydenyh  the collected works, like knowledge of wind optimization . Procedure 
was proposed ChATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION zapushchany50 times, and population 
size, and the maximum number of iterations have been selected fifty and thousand respectively. 
Numerical outcomes (mean, SD, and min bestso-distal result) found on behalf of the respective 
examination function. Table 2, Best outcomes were obtained with the ChATOMIC SEARCH 
OPTIMISATION paravnanni procedure proposed another along with the  original ATOMIC 
SEARCH OPTIMISATION procedure. 
 
Conclusion 

Parameter alteration is quite a exciting process for the controllers of FO PROPORTIONAL 
INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE. Control system incompetence and presentation lag are some issues 
that arise when there is insufficiency of tuning success. The chaotic atom search optimization –
fractional ordered proportional integral derivative controller algorithm based FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   controller, which is variant of the ATOMIC 
SEARCH OPTIMISATION algorithm with chaotic properties added, is a proposal of a new 
approach towards speed control of DC motors. For such a motor with feedback equals to unity, 
the afore-mentioned algorithm was run as a minimization of the ITAE objective function, and it 
yielded in its final stage the parameters of the FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL 
DERIVATIVE   controller. For the demonstration of this newly proposed algorithm, the results 
were compared with the original ATOMIC SEARCH OPTIMISATION and FO 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   tuned controllers, as well as various analysis 
with more recent approaches. In some of the recent exploration within this collected works. 
GWO-FO PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE, GWO- PROPORTIONAL 
INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE, IWO- PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE  , SGS- 
PROPORTIONAL INTEGRAL DERIVATIVE   are used commonly as they require the same 
model of DC motors. The result of this comparative study concluded tithe newly planned chaotic 
atom search optimization –fractional ordered proportional integral derivative controller has finest 
profile of transient reaction, quite decent rate reaction voguish relations of rise period, setting 
time, that maximum overshoot ITSE. Also, the chaotic atom search optimization –fractional 
ordered proportional integral derivative controller is other vigorous approach via uncertainities in 
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exemplary compared to supplementary methods plus is generally extra popular into suppression 
of proportional integral derivative   variations one might be occurring inter output of the 
structure owing  conflicts in load. 
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